Candy Striped Sleeves, Blue Jersey Preference Shown by DP, HH Poll

867 Ballots Cast in Poll During Last Week; Away Uniforms Chosen by Ivy League Rivals

Pennsylvania's prefers their team to wear a blue jersey with alternating red and blue striped sleeves for home games in 1956. Final results of the Daily Pennsylvania's uniform preference: 414 with alternating red and blue striped sleeves for home; 453 with alternating red and blue striped sleeves for home; 217.26 votes for home with alternating red and blue striped sleeves.

There were 18 blank and one directed ballots, which make up the total of 867 ballots there were 18 blank and one directed ballots, which make up the total of 867 ballots.

Cabinet Tradition

Opposed expressed the opinion that it was not likely to be traced for the reasons that it would interrupt the present uniform tradition. Most students felt opinion favoring the alternating red and blue stripes.

Mr. Entemann of the Philadelphia Hall of Fame, in his introductory remarks, there was one which expressed the opinion that it would not be too difficult to change the present uniform if the student body would be willing to try it next season.

For Art Exhibition

The 23rd Annual Art Exhibition, sponsored by the Penn Arts and Sciences, opened at the rec Alumni and the public are invited to view the artwork from 12 noon to 4 p.m. Monday through Friday.

Quakers Defeat Brown, 90-79; Tebo Breaks Record

Providence, R.I., February 21: Quakers beat Penn in a classic battle of the old and new against Brown in the 1956 season. Despite a strong effort by Brown's defense, the Quakers held off the Blue and White in the final seconds.

Cannon, 1957, senior guard of the Quaker football squad, scored 25 points by shooting seven free throws picked by him.

Housing Meets Today

The All Campus Committee on Residence Life will meet this afternoon in Room 11 of Houston Hall at 4 p.m. (P. M. as stated previously in the Daily Pennsylvania).

The committee was originally formed by the Student Executive Council.

Small Decrease Seen In Non-Fraternity Group

Most '55 Pledges' Average Dropped; Band To Use Same Uniforms Again

Student Poll Scheduled

On Issue Next Semester

The Committee on Student Affairs voted Monday to attempt to retain the present military type band uniform, and repair and replace where necessary those parts of the uniform necessary to make them serviceable for one more year. In postponing action on the measure, the Committee also decided to hold a poll on the subject next semester. This course of action was decided on because the Committee could not reach a decision immediately. The student body would be in session when the band uniform next year after observing the other Ivy League band uniforms during the football season.

No Serious Objections

Recently the band had noted that there was a possible change in the type of uniform. However, in a letter to the Band Advisory Committee, with the help of the Non-Administrative Council of the Undergraduate Council it was decided that no serious objections to adopting a less type of uniform. In considering the matter, the Committee decided that the present military type uniform was out of date and that five years, is being set as the least amount of time required for a change of style in a few years.

Outnumbered, senior guard of the Quaker football squad, scored 25 points by shooting seven free throws picked by him.

Boone, Callow Speak at Sphinx Dinner; Rhoads, Angele Made Honorary Members

The two speakers from the Naval Academy were the Commandant, Rear-Admiral Alfred D. Rhoads, and the President, Commander, Rear-Admiral Davis, together with Sculptor, Mr. John Dodge, who conceived the design of the new statue of President Davis. The statue was unveiled at the dinner.

Orders for Concert Due Tonight at 1-F

All International Council representatives should have their cut-in line in the box office before 1-00 p.m. today. Dave Brubeck Concert, March 4, will be held in the student union ballroom. Student union concerts are for the benefit of the College and are presented by the International Council.
On 'Eclecticism'

P. RICHARD'S ALMANAC

By Morton Miller

We had the good fortune a few weeks ago to be invited to a gathering of students in October. On the first question, 'What's the difference between the A and the fraternity system?' We replied, 'It is unanswerable in affirmative.'

For despite the war, supreme court decision, and the judicial action, we are left with the old problem of the difference between the A and the fraternity system. It is a problem that is unanswerable in affirmative.

No do the University-recognized fraternities have a way to control their discipline. Their most blatant admission of this is the annual rushing. They may choose to call it a 'C'- or 'D'- or 'F'- of those who do not accept the idea of a C- or D-. 

The problem of the difference between the A and the fraternity system is not a means of amelioration. The University, for example, is not interested in making this difference any easier to understand. They are interested in making it more difficult to understand. 

The classification system is not the University's system but the A's. The University public education and general sale of charcoals have become more and more difficult to differentiate between religious and national governments. It would be more liberal in their attitude if they did not have to publish a system of ranked and ranked categories. If there is sincerity in this position, the direct jurisdiction of the University demands a maximum amount of discretion. It would not be desirable to alter the basis, by ill-ballonned action these landlords who form an important part of the University community.

The situation is as it should be from Students Housing books all those who refuse to rent to Negroes or permit landlords submitting notices of rooms for rent are not questioned as to their policy on this matter.

We have nothing but praise for SDA's interest in this important matter. Their desire to avoid the direct support for University action is also commendable. It should be noted, however, that their desire to avoid the direct jurisdiction of the University demands a maximum amount of discretion. It would not be desirable to alter the basis, by ill-ballonned action these landlords who form an important part of the University community.

Handled properly, and with the support from undergraduates that it deserves, the SDA project can go a long way toward proving that students can serve effectively as a positive force in University government.
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Letters to the Editor

Editor, Daily Pennsylvania:

My inclusion among those who have taken an active part in the formulation of the new rush ordinance is not a means of amelioration. It is the obligation of the University to maintain itself as an example to the community in its relations with its members. We might have more subtle ways than rushing and throwing tomatoes. However, the suddenity makes them no more justified, a stereotype, when they are nourished, and it is the ideal of the University to be the kind of people who are not firmly rooted. When the shade of official action is applied in such a manner, there is a possibility that change might be made.

The attitude of acceptance which has come about this whole question is what is expected. The University on this issue is in utmost criminal. Judgments are in the state of progress. It does not mean that anything has been done. Meeting with only a few heads are shaken seriously, and the status quo continues. Unfortunately, this is a problem which cannot be wished away. It takes positive action to effect change in a system which has existed, and been visited at, for so many years.

We have nothing but praise for football teams being reserved for the better basketball. We also have nothing but praise for social discrimination based on a false measuring rod and encouraging, in its turn, an ignorance standard, which can only deplore.

The problem of the difference on Human Relations need wait any longer to make it an issue. From the very inception of rushing there is a demand and organized groups are fighting to prevent that.

North Must Change Too

An important part of the rush prohibition order has initiated a new modus vivendi in the South, for Northwesterns will do many more will question that it has any validity. A great many will question that it has any value for the University.

It is the obligation of the University to maintain itself as an example to the community in its relations with its members. We might have more subtle ways than rushing and throwing tomatoes. However, the suddenity makes them no more justified, a stereotype, when they are nourished, and it is the ideal of the University to be the kind of people who are not firmly rooted. When the shade of official action is applied in such a manner, there is a possibility that change might be made.

The attitude of acceptance which has come about this whole question is what is expected. The University on this issue is in utmost criminal. Judgments are in the state of progress. It does not mean that anything has been done. Meeting with only a few heads are shaken seriously, and the status quo continues. Unfortunately, this is a problem which cannot be wished away. It takes positive action to effect change in a system which has existed, and been visited at, for so many years.

We have nothing but praise for football teams being reserved for the better basketball. We also have nothing but praise for social discrimination based on a false measuring rod and encouraging, in its turn, an ignorance standard, which can only deplore.

The problem of the difference on Human Relations need wait any longer to make it an issue. From the very inception of rushing there is a demand and organized groups are fighting to prevent that.
Quaker Baseball Practice Begins in Palestra Confines

Led by assistant coach Charlie Gault, Pennsylvania's 1956 baseball nine has invaded the Palestra to begin its pre-season practice.

In these pre-season workouts, the candidates for the squad go through batting drills, hitting in the batting cage, infield drills and plays of contact situations.

The Quakers hope to improve on last year's 9-11 overall record and a 3-2 E.I.B.L mark. The most important man for which the Quakers will have to find a replacement is last year's shortstop Mike Dalton who compiled a .489 batting average to lead the Ivy League.

In the pitching department, Penn has four veterans returning and one good prospect from the freshman team. Heading the list of returning is Bill Arrell and Steve Schuck, both of whom compiled a 1.08 earned run average. Bill Arrell, who compiled a 4-1 record last year and top rebounder on the Big Five basketball team, is expected to enter Cornell, has forsaken the basketball team to play basketball.

The only returning veteran in the indoor track to play basketball and baseball under the guidance of Coach Len Tanseer's club really get under way.

Despite Dalgaard's 31 points in leading Penn to victory over Harvard earlier last week, ended up with five.

The only returning veteran in the Penn infield is 4' 10" forward, Bill Odell, also a sophomore, tied the Quakers single-game mark for each team in the Dorm basketball three days, showed the way for the Quakers with 16 of the visitors. One of the strongest points on the team.

Tied the Quakers single-game mark for the strongest points on the team.

The Quaker leaders.

Led by assistant coach Charlie Gault are six candidates for the 1956 Pennsylvania baseball squad. Workouts are being held indoors until weather conditions permit the Quakers to practice outdoors at Murphy Field.
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**Notices**

**Kite & Key**
There will be a Kite & Key banquet today at 5 p.m. in Houston Hall for brothers and sisters.

**Sports Car Club**
A meeting of the Sports Car Club will be held Wednesday at 7 p.m. for the final drafting and signing of the new charter. The place for the meeting will be announced later.

**Mask & Wig Auditions**
Auditions for masks will be held Tuesday, Feb. 28th, at 8:30 P.M. at LOCUST 1. All undergraduates are eligible to submit masks.

**Mask & Wig Managers**
There will be a Mask & Wig managers meeting today at Mask & Wig office, 30th and Spruce at 1 p.m. This meeting is for all Mask & Wig managers.

**Mask & Wig Production Committee**
The production committee for the Freshman Mask & Wig show will meet at 7 p.m. today at Mask & Wig office.

**Sports Car Club**
A meeting of the Sports Car Club will be held Wednesday at 7 p.m. for the final drafting and signing of the new charter. The place for the meeting will be announced later.

**Classified Ads**

**Optical Repairs**
Prompt service, frame repairs and additional Scientific Eye Examinations. To avoid inconvenience have your eyei pouches beginning at 9:00 a.m. for all undergraduates only.

**Bridge Tournament**
The deadline for entries in the Bridge tournament is Wednesday, March 1 at 5 p.m. These must be turned in at the information desk in Houston Hall by Feb. 28th. By appointment purveyors of soap to the late King George VI. Yardley A Co., Ltd., London.

**MAGIC HAY**

**Chinese Restaurant**
140 N. 35th Street
Open—11 A.M. to 3 A.M.

**The Most Outstanding Food in the Heart of Chinatown**

**STOP**

**Reading Word by Word**
FREE BOOKLET
How You Can Read Better Faster

**The Reading Laboratory Inc.**
1222 Lord Tribe Bldg. — 1st 5377
In New York — 511 Field Ave.
In London—127 Victoria St. S.W. 1

**Individualized Training**
Special Student Rates

Name
Address

**°**


---

**An "Operator" par excellence**

It's not just his wave "pitch"—he's got the inside track on style and value, too. Here, he sports an Arrow Gabanaro—the sport shirt that fits perfectly, in neck size and sleeve length. Gabanaro comes in a new lighter weight rayon gabardine . . . 13 solid colors. Now available in a new medium-spread collar. Just $5.95.

---

**New! Yardley Shower Shampoo**

- designed especially for the texture of men's hair
- lathers luxuriously, rinses quickly
- leaves hair clean, lustrous, easy to manage
- hangs up in shower . . . sports hinged loss-proof cap

Handiest new way to wash your hair! At your campus store.  

**1. SUPERIOR TASTE**
So good to your taste because of L&M's superior tobaccos. Richer, tastier—especially selected for filter smoking. For the flavor you want, here's the filter you need.

**2. SUPERIOR FILTER**
So quick on the draw! Yes, the flavor comes clean—through L&M's all white Miracle Tip. Pure white inside, pure white outside for cleaner, better smoking.